Kinetic competence of enzymic intermediates: fact or fiction?
A number of enzymatic reactions involve intermediates that are not normally released during the reaction. Whether such an intermediate when added to the enzyme reacts as fast or faster than the normal substrates, and thus is "kinetically competent", depends on the degree to which the equilibrium constant for forming the intermediate from the substrates is different on the enzyme surface and in solution, as well as on the relative affinities of the enzyme for substrate and intermediate. Similar values for these equilibrium constants require that the intermediate react slowly, while a far more favorable value for intermediate formation on the enzyme allows the intermediate to react at up to the diffusion-limiting rate. When one intermediate is formed from two substrates, it may react much more rapidly than when two intermediates are formed from two substrates, or one from one. Comparison of the kinetics of the putative intermediate(s) and the substrate(s) can reveal a great deal about the mechanism of the catalytic reaction and the kinetic barrier that normally keeps the intermediate(s) on the enzyme.